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Abstract—Knowledge has the potential to become data in a sense that it can be used for deriving new ideas, relating new disciplines and more importantly expressing facts in ways that have only been possible through publication of documents. Using methods for quantifying knowledge about agriculture, the underutilised crop knowledge-based system will make the promotion and research on these neglected crops for food and non-food purposes more widespread. The knowledge database will store facts of interest about unknown crops from the peer reviewed and verified sources. The database design will follow standard vocabularies and ontologies that are developed through years by the agricultural community. These standard ontologies will provide ground for the development of semantic products like ‘query system’ and ‘answer engines’ that can provide direct answers to direct questions. The actual information will also be linked to real experimental data created by research groups through the other component that is called collaborative research environment (CRE) that is aimed to provide an online environment for research data curatorship and analysis. In this context standard vocabularies and ontology languages will be used for metadata storage and retrieval as well as relating research data to knowledge.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Abundance of information in any field and discipline provides an opportunity for local and international organizations to build knowledge products that suit the needs of public and researchers. The web interface for information database in these knowledge products serve as one stop query centre for general and specific questions. Researchers can use these knowledge products to search for data/information and define new research projects based on knowledge gaps, new reasoning and new concepts that arise from relating information from different disciplines. Agricultural research has long history and most of these researches are available online in the form of human-readable documents. One challenge regarding the agricultural knowledge is that it is scattered and is not systematically organised in a knowledge database or an ontology/semantic related system. This slows the process of knowledge acquisition by growers and managers that often need direct answers to direct questions.

Diversification of agriculture through research on underutilised and neglected crops is of no exception to the knowledge dissemination challenge in agriculture domain [1]. Crops for the Future’s Underutilised Crops Knowledge-Based System (CFF UCKB) aims to provide a platform for general public, researchers, agricultural organizations and research funding agencies to promote research and education on these crops. The design consists of a knowledge portal (web user interface), knowledge database, and knowledge toolset including semantic products for knowledge mining and identification of gaps and generation of ideas through a social networking system for the underutilised crops. It will accompany CFF’s Collaborative Research Environment (CRE) to provide an environment encompassing all the research areas, metadata cataloguing/linked data and online analysis tools for the benefit of researchers and scientists working on these underutilised crops.

II. KNOWLEDGE IN AGRICULTURE

Agricultural knowledge has a wide meaning to different players and sectors; farmers refer to it as experience; indigenous and tacit facts, extension and research organizations recognise it as proven good practices that maximises the crop yield, conserves environment etc. Currently the most common form of knowledge exchange in agriculture is knowledge bases and knowledge management tools for document creation and sharing, support/expert systems and information systems [1]. The term knowledge base specifically in agriculture might refer to a document repository system or centre for reports, scientific papers white papers, a forum or a social networking system for knowledge dissemination and publication through print, world wide web, books and so on. For instance E-agriculture, e-agriculture.org, is a global community for exchange of information, My Agriculture Information Bank, agrinfo.in, is a web-based information dissemination created by experts in agriculture and AGRIS database, agris.fao.org, is a document management system that contains augmented bibliographically indexed information in the form of documents. Information is often augmented by addition of datasets and statistics and maps related to the user search query.

These knowledge bases or knowledge management tools have an important role in knowledge exchange around the world. Their output and form of the knowledge exchange however, rely solely on document preparation and sharing. As a result, majority of international research and collaboration results are published documents that are not necessarily useful.
for direct assessment of research and immediate knowledge related queries. As an example, International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology for Development [2] was an international project to provide available knowledge to stakeholders and the outcome was a report in terms current situation and future “what if” scenario outcomes. The project was finalised on 2008 and produced variety of useful insights. This information however could have been annotated for usage in computer analysis. The research data that was used for the report could have been linked with the knowledge to collate, compare and infer new knowledge. Linked data could provide a simple way to run the analysis again at a later time with new data for the consecutive years.

Another related technology in this area is knowledge management system (KMS) that is a streamlined way to disseminate research findings through articles and papers. Investing on the development of these systems nevertheless is questionable nowadays with the availability of powerful search systems like Google scholar that are capable of indexing thousands of scientific articles and information pages in the shortest time after their publication.

The expert and decision support systems (that are now categorised under knowledge-based systems [3]) are useful tools for aiding the growers in providing “if-then” question and answers and many web-based versions of them are available right now in the agriculture sector for variety of purposes [4], [5].

The combination of the abovementioned tools comprises the current IT infrastructure for knowledge sharing in agriculture. The effectiveness of this infrastructure can be increased with the addition of new software that is available both in terms of knowledge databases and semantic products.

III. KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

Knowledge bases over the internet are becoming increasingly popular. As mentioned before, the dominant form of text contents and articles are only human readable. A ‘Knowledge-Based System’ (KBS) [6] aims to provide query results on the ‘information’ or ‘verified knowledge’ from structured information based on database design or semantic annotations (e.g. meta-data, ontologies). KBS provides knowledge processing and representation tools that can be used effectively for problem solving [7]. The beginning of KBS was development of expert systems and artificial intelligence [3]. These systems however could not provide the type of functionality that is expected from a biological system like human brain that uses complex pattern recognition and information recovery/linkage to derive knowledge and make decisions. Despite these drawbacks, rule-based systems that can perform “if-then” questions can be widely used in many areas like medicine to aid specialists that deal with complex symptoms. In farming, some of these techniques are embedded into the decision support [8].

Appearance of knowledge mining and other automated knowledge extraction tools however opens new possibilities to build knowledge systems that extend beyond rule-based decision aiding systems; perform query on stored knowledge in any form (natural language or formal database with predetermined queries) and relates knowledge concepts to the areas that the researcher is not aware. A KBS can logically consist of a database and a query mechanism. A KBS can be built using variety of techniques from object oriented programming to hierarchical structures. A KBS product can be used in conjunction with an inference engine to provide new knowledge, knowledge gaps and knowledge-data analyses. Research on KBS has recently accelerated due to availability of classification and analysis techniques for information extraction and decision techniques [9].

IV. KNOWLEDGE DATABASES AND STRUCTURED INFORMATION

A Knowledge-Based System is different than a Knowledge base since it contains formal database of information or semantic annotations. The query can be as simple as a SQL routine for retrieving information or by formal questions i.e.” what temperature range is suitable for Moringa plant to grow?” that can be analysed by more complex analysis systems. These formal queries are derived from an annotation/machine-readable database that is populated by information from variety of sources (peer reviewed journals, white papers and informal, verified information from people). The inference engine will provide analysis on the type of question that is asked with older natural language processing techniques [10] to semantic similarity and lookup table analysis [11] on each word and a combination of keywords in a sentence and then perform search on the available information in the database table. The system will then provide output in the form of texts, labels, charts, photos, videos and other available information. Result can be exact or implied information. It can also be augmented with other information/media that might be of interest to the user. Design of this database requires standard definitions or vocabularies in the knowledge domain.

For the agriculture domain, there have been formal attempts to define standard vocabularies by Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), AGROVOC, aims.fao.org/agrovoc, is a multilingual standard vocabulary that covers all of the areas related to agriculture that are of interest to FAO. It currently covers 32,000 concepts in 20 languages in RDF/SKOS-XL as well as linked-data formats and can be used in variety of ontology related products like building standard databases and semantic products. The current version of AGROVOC contains standard concepts however these tables should be expanded to encompass sub-domain specific vocabularies that might be related to different sets of knowledge e.g. crops that are underutilised in a geographic area. Expansion of this database is done automatically using context driven ontology extraction techniques from available documents [12]. United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) maintains taxonomic portion of Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN) that provides the classification and nomenclature for these genetic resources and many other economic plants on a worldwide basis. Included in GRIN TAXONOMY, ars-grin.gov, are scientific names for 26,975
genera (14,281 accepted) and 1,375 infragenera (1,316 accepted) and 103,339 species or infraspecies (61,314 accepted) with common names, geographical distributions, literature references, and economic impacts. GRIN database provides especial data extraction for 9 tables that contains the family, genus, or taxon name, necessary to set up links to GRIN family, genus, and species reports. The combination of the standard vocabulary and standard names for plants and crops will provide ground for the design of two dimensional knowledge databases.

From the semantic standpoint, this knowledge system however is preliminary, considering the wealth of information that is available and also constrains that such a design can impose on the information storage and presentation. This design can be extended to include linked data and references to each piece of data/information that is stored in the database.

Available unstructured knowledge that are already gathered and curated over the Internet has been the target of many semantic research products. An example of a knowledge product that performs knowledge analysis is DBpedia, wiki.dbpedia.org, that aims to extract structured information from the Wikipedia.com articles. The main point here is to perform sophisticated queries against Wikipedia content and link data and information using resource description framework, metadata schema or other ontology related computer readable structures. The other aim of DBpedia is to use the vast amount of information in Wikipedia in new and interesting ways. Another intermediary product on the wealth of Wikipedia information is SemanticMedia Wiki, semantic-mediawiki.org, that provides semantic tools for exporting textural knowledge into a series of annotated products that will make the queries more extensible and robust.

Wolphram-Alpha, wolframalpha.com, created by Stephan Wolphram is computational knowledge engine that performs queries against its internal peer reviewed knowledge sources in order to provide direct answers to the direct questions. The main goal is to provide the exact information that the user has asked rather than an article that “might contain an answer’. The focus of this product however is on mathematical problems rather than other domain questions like agriculture, although it provides suitable answers on the crop statistics that are already available by agencies like FAO.

Underutilised Crops Knowledge-Based system aims to provide a database of information from unstructured data available on the underutilised crops. This data are mostly in the form of documents. Users will utilise this database to find available knowledge and knowledge gaps related to these crops. Complex queries and knowledge extraction tools will accompany this system to provide a knowledge platform. The database is developed and currently being populated with the information from peer reviewed sources.

Building tools for information insertion and extraction has already begun based on simple web based information insertion tools and also technologies like Saffron, saffron.insight-centre.org, for automatic text mining based on standard vocabularies (AGROVOC). With the availability of the knowledge computational engines and their free and accessible application programming languages (APIs), developing the semantic products for the betterment of agricultural knowledge and practice is not a farfetched idea anymore.

V. LINKED DATA AND CRE

Linked-data is a method of publishing data online so that it can be of more use than the conventional data. Using metadata standards [6], it is possible to create templates for data publication and sharing. The system will use the same set of data standards to link knowledge data to the knowledge systems. This will allow scientists to find datasets related to specific questions and examine the data. Also this will allow interrelationships between datasets and knowledge to be determined for defining new research projects. There are initiatives around the world and especially in Europe (EU Open Data Portal) to provide linked open data services using semantic web concepts. Linked data using metadata standards make the process of linking knowledge and data much easier and coherent. Linkeddata.org provides guidelines, regulations and tutorials and RDF data models for linked data. The CFF knowledge platform uses the same set of standard and specific metadata to link CFF CRE to public datasets as well as datasets created by CFF researchers. The system will also be able to list all other related information like documents and media files based on the query that is performed on the knowledge database. Ready-to-customize templates from Drupal.org and other sources are available now to build custom made content management systems. AgriDrupal is an open source extension of Drupal by FAO AIMS program for agricultural information management. The web based system is using some of these open source initiatives to produce research environments for the benefit of researchers.

VI. SOCIAL NETWORKING AND CROWD SOURCING

Domain specific social networks have recently begun to rise due to the needs for domain specific knowledge dissemination and networking needs. Examples of such networks are mundogeo.com for geographic information, researchgate.net, academia.edu and linkedIn.com for citations and discussion, sciencestage.com for knowledge and multimedia sharing among scientists and recent by-invitation-only Elsevier Innovation Explorers social network for specific groups of scientists that might use Elsevier’s services. These domain specific social networks tend to be more successful in bringing experts together than the general purpose websites like Facebook. These social networking platforms along with crowd sourcing apps and software can dramatically improve the knowledge on any subject matter. Features like activity stream, user authentication, invitation and recommendation, messaging, status update, location and map APIs are embedded in the new social networking platforms. Ready-to-customize templates like rigg-code.org and pligg.com (both based on Drupal concept) are available for building social networks.

The underutilised crops social networking system as part of the CFF knowledge platform will bring together people involved from normal farmers to scientists. Questions can be easily discussed and solutions can be found for simple and
complex issues. Later semantic analysis on the discussed data will also provide another source of information for the underutilised crops knowledge platform.

VII. REGULATION OF INFORMATION
As important as is the knowledge dissemination, validation of the recorded knowledge and information is also important. Regulatory mechanisms on a knowledge platform can be designed in the form of restrictions on the type of information that can enter in the knowledge bank (only peer reviewed journals etc.) and also sanity checking on answers that the system provides for the users upon asking the questions from the system. If manual control over flow of knowledge and information is needed, a specific user interface will be provided for domain experts to verify information. Regulatory systems such as web based login for experts will be created for the CFF knowledge platform so that automatic and manual checking of the answers can be implemented.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Technologies for the development of knowledge bases that are not in the form of texts and documents have already been developed. A knowledge database is under development for more effective agricultural knowledge dissemination at Crops For the Future. This conventional database design will accommodate information and facts about the underutilised and neglected crops information using the standard vocabularies and other variables of interest about these crops. These standard vocabularies that are in the form of ontologies will provides bases for developing semantic products that will be used to both create natural language answer engines and also semantic discovery and inclusion of new information into the knowledge database. These semantic products are under development following variety of technologies that are already accessible to the developers team. The other aim of using semantic technologies is to use linked data to relate knowledge to experimental data and in this way create new horizons for research at the other component of the system that is called collaborative research environment (CRE) for underutilisedcrops. Semantic technologies are also being used for preparation of new generation articles and documents that are both human and machine readable.
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